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4th Grade eLearning  



1. Laptop
2. eLearning Day Three 

PowerPoint

Standard(s)

Materials and 
Resources:

4.RL.5.1 Ask and answer inferential questions to 
analyze meaning beyond the text; refer to details 
and examples within a text to support inferences 
and conclusions.

4.RL.6.1 Determine the development of a theme 
within a text; summarize using key details.

1. Interactive Read Along:
Knots on a Counting 
Rope

2. Independent Reading
3. Independent Reading 

Response

Activities:I Can…
• I can refer to the text to 

support inferences and 
conclusions. 

• I can determine the theme 
and key details of a text. 



Requires internet 
access!

Activities may or may not require internet access.  Each 
activity is labeled with the following.

Does not require 
internet access.
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ELA  ELA  
Today we are going to review how choices an author makes contributes to the 

meaning of the story. 

Let’s review… Explain the terms below to your parent, grandparent, brother, 
sister, or friend.  

Inferences
Conclusions
Author’s Choice
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ELA  ELA  

Click here to listen to the book online. Then, answer 
the question here. 

OR

Click here to read The Sunsets of Miss Olivia Wiggins.
As you read, answer the questions throughout the 
story. 

Choose One:

Read a story on EPIC, BookFlix, or Raz-Kids. Click here to 
type your teacher a message below about what you 
read. 

OR

Read a book with your parent, grandparent, brother, 
sister, or friend. Click here to type your teacher a 
message below about what you read. 

ACTIVITIES



Explain that some older people get a disease 
called Alzheimer’s that may cause them to act 

differently and forget things. Some people with 
Alzheimer’s disease can’t take care of 

themselves and go to live in a nursing home,
where doctors and nurses care for them.

Today’s book is about a woman who has 
Alzheimer’s disease.















Write a brief summary of story read so far 
(5-6 complete sentences).


